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Charter vs. Scroll
What’s the difference and why should I care?
• A Scroll is an original, unique award certificate
o Designed, calligraphed, and painted for a specific individual and
occasion
o Often done for a peerage, a court baronetcy, or other high‐level
Kingdom award
o Often done for a high‐level baronial award, such as a life‐time
achievement award or other special occasion

• A Charter is a black and white line drawing master
document for a specific award
o Individually painted with the recipient’s name calligraphed prior to
presentation
o Designs and text are usually reign‐specific for Kingdom and Baronial
awards
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Charter Master Basic Design Standards
• Kingdom Charters ‐ An Tir Scribes Web Page
http://scribes.antir.sca.org/scribes.php
o
o
o
o
o

Paper size is always 11 x 17
Charter size 11 x 14
1 inch minimum margins
Black lines and calligraphy on white paper
Use approved texts only

• Baronial Charters
o
o
o
o
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Kingdom or Baronial‐specific standards for paper and charter size
1 inch minimum margins
Black lines and calligraphy on white paper
Use approved texts only. See the Baronial Ceremonial for approved
texts for each award.
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Scroll Basic Design Standards
• Kingdom ‐ An Tir Scribes Web Page
http://scribes.antir.sca.org/scribes.php
o
o
o
o

1 inch minimum margins
Paper: archival quality watercolor paper
Size appropriate to the recipient, the design, and the text
More on this topic later …

• Baronial – See the Customary
o Same standards as Kingdom Scrolls
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Kingdom Achievement Scroll Standards
• Created for an Award, Grant or Patent of Arms
• Created for recipients who have registered a name and
heraldic device with the College of Arms
• Text must include the recipient’s name spelled exactly as it
is registered and the recipient’s registered device blazon
• Original, customized text specific to the recipient.
o Award Text must be approved by Sable Sable, Black Lion Principal
Herald, and Their Royal Majesties.
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Kingdom Achievement Scroll Standards
• Includes the Grant Award Badge or Regalia, if applicable
• Recipient’s device with achievements specific to the Award,
Grant or Patent of Arms
• Gets two seals: Black Lion Principal Herald and the Kingdom
Seal
• Signed by Black Lion Principal Herald (or signed by the
scribe with their written permission) and Their Royal
Majesties
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Example Achievement and Regalia
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Kingdom Award Scroll Standards
• Created for an Award, Grant or Patent of Arms
• Usually created for recipients who either do not have a
registered name and device or do not currently use their
registered name or device
• Usually have original, customized text specific to the
recipient
o Award Text must be approved by Sable Sable Herald and Their
Royal Majesties
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Kingdom Award Scroll Standards
• Includes a Grant Award Badge, if applicable
• If the recipient’s device is used in the design, the
achievements are specific to the Award, Grant or Patent of
Arms.
• Signed by Their Royal Majesties
• Gets one Kingdom Seal
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Award vs. Achievement
• If the recipient has changed their name or their device and
it has not been approved yet = Award
• If the recipient has changed their persona and their name
and/or device do not accurately represent them = Award
• Do not use the Award Scroll as a method to avoid having to
get Black Lion Herald approval for your text, heraldry, and
their signature on the scroll.
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Example Award Scroll
• The recipient changed her persona. Her currently‐registered
name and device do not accurately represent this.
o Formerly late‐period persona with an interest in Rapier.
o Currently an early‐period Norse persona with an interest in Archery.

• Receiving a Grey Goose
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Example Award Heraldry and Badge
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Customized Charters
Did you know…
• You can create a customized award based on a standard
charter for a specific individual
• Kingdom and Baronial charters
• Work with the Kingdom or Baronial Scribe to get a copy of
the charter master on white paper or use an existing blank
charter
• Customize the design for the individual based on their
persona, the reason they are getting the award, or anything
that would make it personal
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Customized Charters
• Paint the design in “their colors”
• Calligraph the recipient’s name and get it signed and sealed
yourself. This requires some pre‐court contact with the
Scribe and the Court Coordinator
• So much fun when it is a surprise
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Getting Started on the Design
• Get to know the Recipient
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o If it is not a surprise, contact the recipient directly.
o If it is a surprise or not, contact their wrangler, sponsor, partner,
best friends, co‐workers in the SCA, their Baron/Baroness.
o Find out what they enjoy about the SCA – their interests and
favorite pastimes. These are potential design subjects.
o Who or what are their supporters? On their device if they are
getting a peerage, or design elements if another award. Supporters
can be for their persona and/or for their mundane life. Examples:
dogs, cats, birds, winged lions, people, mythical beasts, etc.
o What are their favorite colors? These are not necessarily the colors
of their device.
o What is important to them about their pre‐ and post‐award life in
the SCA?
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Design Sources – All About the Recipient
• Keep asking questions of/about the Recipient
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o What size of award do they want? You want them to display their
award, so ask if they have a small apartment with limited wall
space vs. a large house.
o Where will they display the award? A 7x5 Book of Hours page on a
table vs. a 20 x 28 document with pendant seals in a big frame.
o Media – calfskin vellum, high‐quality paper, soapstone, or? Gilding?
Who pays for it?
o Framing – who is paying for and when is it framed?
o What is their favorite style? Not necessarily what you may think is
appropriate for their persona. Early vs. Late period for their
persona, a Land Grant document vs. Sheet Music, may not even be
a document – consider a period map or a rune stone.
o Do they have a motto?
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Design Elements ‐ Text
• The Award Text
o How much text you have is a constraint on the design. Very long
text may result in less space for design elements. Has to be
readable.
o Who writes the text? The Recipient, you, a close friend, relative or
their sponsor, or will you use standard text from the Ceremonial?
Getting input from everyone takes time but can result in the best
possible personalized text.
o Get the text approved:
• Royal Scribe gets Their Majesties approval
• Black Lion Herald approval is required if you are doing an
Achievement Scroll.
• Baron and Baroness approve custom Baronial Award Text
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Design Elements ‐ Layout
• After the general Size and Style decisions are made ‐ get the
paper or other media.
• Research and create the Arms and/or the Major Design
Element of the award.
o Pencil drawing or image printout is fine at this stage

• Award Text – work with the text and print using various font
sizes
o Gives approximate height and width text blocks
o Practice calligraphy when you decide on the final block sizes
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Design Elements ‐ Layout
• Seal(s)
o On the award itself or pendant? Print out full‐sized copy on paper,
cut out. For pendant seals, do finger loop braids in their colors.

• Secondary Design elements such as Grant Award Badge
o Required vs. optional. Draw/copy/create on separate pieces of
paper so various placements can be tried out.

• Border
o If using, research and draw/copy/create the border elements. How
wide or narrow can it be and still include everything, or do you
have to cut something out now?

• Try it – view close up and from across the room
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• Lay everything out on the back side of your paper or vellum
• Use a light table if you have one
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Layout – Conventional Manuscript
• Historiated Initial with a Border, Portrait
• Big Initial and text at the top, major Design Element
centered at the bottom, Portrait
• Design at the top, text at the bottom, Portrait
• Easy‐to‐research period examples
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Layout – Conventional Manuscript
• How many times have we seen these?
o
o
o
o
o

They are period
Easily‐recognized
Can be very nice
Many designers exclusively use conventional manuscript layouts
But they are not unique

• My personal opinion ‐ don’t be limited by these
conventional manuscript layouts unless it is important to
the recipient
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Layout – Unconventional
Creativity and Thinking Outside of the Box
• Start simple – try a diagonal layout
Original Artifact Image

Charter Layout
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Layout – Unconventional
• Modify / expand the original artifact design to meet the
purpose of the charter and the amount of text
• Try a landscape layout
Charter Design
Original Artifact
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Layout – Unconventional
• Create a natural version of the recipient’s heraldry
• Add persona‐specific elements
• Put the text on top of the charge
Recipient’s Heraldry

Scroll Layout
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Layout – Unconventional Methods
• Try working with others who share your enthusiasm for a
Charter or Scroll design
• Team Design does not have to equal Least Common Denominator
Design.
• If OK with the Recipient
and/or Baron and Baroness,
try mixing original and period
images. Provides relief from
overuse of a theme for a
reign or type of award.
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Some Closing Thoughts
Design with your Recipient in mind
Love what you do
Teach to spread the joy of Scribal Arts
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